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Abstract--An automatic method for obtaining the numerical solution of a class of nonlinear 
integral equations i described. An imbedding method is used to obtain the initial-value quations 
to be integrated. The derivatives required for the solution are computed automatically. The user 
need only enter the two known functions into the program. None of the derivatives associated with 
the imbedding method need be derived by hand. Examples with numerical results and a complete 
program listing are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Integral equations appear in many engineering and physics problems. Numerical methods 
of solution for integral equations have been largely developed in the last 20 years [1--4]. 
In this paper a development involving an imbedding method for obtaining the numerical 
solution of nonlinear integral equations i described [5]. The numerical solution is obtained 
automatically via an automatic derivative evaluation method[6, 7]. The derivatives 
required for the solution are computed automatically. The user need only enter the two 
known functions into the program. None of the derivatives associated with the imbedding 
method need be derived by hand. The subroutines for the automatic solution are written 
in BASIC rather than FORTRAN because the former has several advantages in the 
manipulation of the vectors and matrices which occur in using the method of lines. 
Derivative vectors are defined which consist of the variables or functions of the variables, 
and all their derivatives. The derivatives are then used to form the equations to be 
integrated. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. The derivation of the imbedding equations is 
given, followed by a discussion of the method of computation and the automatic derivative 
evaluation subroutines. Two examples with numerical results and the BASIC program 
listing are given. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE IMBEDDING EQUATIONS 
Consider the family of nonlinear integral equations [5], 
F[u(t),t,~.]=2 k[t ,y,u(y)]dy,  O<~t~l ,  O<~2<~A. (1) 
Equation (I) is the more general form of the linear integral equation 
f0' u(t) = g(t) + ). k(t, y)uO') dy, (2) 
where u(t) is an unknown function, k(t, y) is the kernel, 2 is the parameter of the integral 
equation and g(t) is the forcing function. For the linear case, 
F[u(t ), t, 2] = u( t ) - g(t ). (3) 
Since we intend to study the dependence of the solution u on the parameter 2, as well as 
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on t, let u(t)= u(t, 2) and express equation (1) in the form 
f0 F[u(t, 2),t, 2]=2 k[t,y,u(y, 2)]dy. (4) 
Differentiating both sides of equation (4) yields 
Fdu(t, 2), t, 2]ua(t, 2) + F~[u(t, 2), t, 2] 
fo ;o = k[t,y,u(y, 2)]dy +2 kdt, y,u(y, 2)]u;.(y, 2)dy, (5) 
where the subscripts denote the partial derivatives with respect o u and 2. Equation (5) 
can be expressed in the form 
u~(t, 2) = a(t, 2) + 2 fl kdt, y, 
u(y,  2)] 
Jo F.[(u. 2), t, 2] u~(y, 2) dy, (6) 
where 
[ ;o 1/ a(t, 2 )= -Fa[u(t, 2),t, 2]+ k[t,y,u(y, 2)]dy F,[u(t, 2),t, 2]. (7) 
Equation (6) is regarded as a Fredholm integral equation for the function u~(t, 2), the 
resolvent of which satisfies the integral equation 
kdt, y, u(y, 2)] fl kdt, y . u(y', 2)] 
K(t,y, 2) = F.[u(t, 2), t, 2] I- 2 Jo Fdu(t, 2),t, 2] K(y ,y ,  2)dy'. (8) 
The solution of equation (6) can be expressed in terms of the resolvent, K(t, y, 2), as 
follows: 
f0 ua(t, 2)=a(t, 2)+ 2 K(t,y, 2)a(y, 2)dy. (9) 
Equation (9) is a partial differential-integral equation for the function u(t, 2). To obtain 
the resolvent, we differentiate equation (8) with respect o 2 to yield 
| • t * k.[t,y ,u(y ,~.)1 K~(t,y,2)=d(t,y, 2)+ 2 J0 ~2) , t ,2 ]  &O,',y,2)dy' (10) 
where 
d(t,y, 2 )=d [kdt, y,u(y, 2)]'] ~'k,[t,y',u(y',2)] 
[.Fdu(t,7.),t,'~J + jo F,[u(t,,~.),t, 2] K(y',y, 2)dy' 
fo ~ d rk.[t, y', u(y', 2 )]-] . . . .  +2 ~.L Td.[u--(g,~T,T']J ^ty ,y, 2ldy'. (11) 
The derivative with respect o 2 in the above equation is given by 
d rk~tt, y, u(y,_2 )]] [IF,[u(t, ~.), t, 2 lk,~[t, y, u(y, 2)lu;.(y, ).) 
kF.[u(t, ,~.), t, 213 -- 
- k~[t,y, u(y, 2)]{F..[u(t, 2), t, 2]u~(t, 2) + F~.[u(t, 2), t,2]}]]{F~[u(t, 2), t, 2]~} -t. (12) 
Equation (10) is itself a Fredholm integral equation for the function K~.(t,y, 2) and can 
be solved in terms of the resoivent: 
f0 K~.(t,y, 2)=d(t,y, 2)+2 K(t,y',2)d(y',y, 2)dy'. (13) 
Equations (9) and (13), along with equations (7), (11) and (12), are the desired imbedding 
equations. The initial conditions at 2 = 0 are 
u(t, O) = c(t) (14) 
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and 
kdt, y, c(y)] 
K( t ,y ,O)= F~[c(t),t,O]' 0~<t ~<l, (15) 
where the function c(t) is determined from the condition 
F[c(t), t, 0] = 0. (16) 
The solution of integral equation (1) is obtained by simultaneously integrating equations 
(9) and (13) with initial conditions 04) and (15). 
3. METHOD OF COMPUTATION 
The numerical solution is obtained using the method of lines [8]. The integrals are 
approximated in the interval (0, I) by a quadrature formula of the form 
j'0' f (y )  dy _~ ~. f(yj)**), (17) j= l  
where wj are the weights from Simpson's rule. Introducing the nomenclature 
K~.,j = K~.(t, yj, 2) (18) 
and 
u;., = u~(ti, 2), ( i 9) 
where the interval (0, 1) is divided into (N - 1) equal parts of width I / (N - 1) and 
t, = (i - I ) / (N  - 1), 
yj = ( j  - I)/(N - 1), 
Equations (9) and (13) then become 
N 
u~i = a, + 2 ~ K,jajwj 
j i l  
and 
At 
r ,j = d,j + ;. E K j . jw . .  
In addition, define 
and 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N (20) 
j = I, 2 . . . . .  N. (21) 
k~[t~, yj, u(yj, 2)] 
K liy = 
F~[u(t,, 2), t,, 2] 
dEk" 1 K l ~ij = ~ ~ ~j. 
Equations (7), (11) and (12) then become 
Y kow j Fu,, 
" l l  
N N 
dq=Kl ;4+ E KI~K,,jwm+). E Kl;.imKr,/W,, 
m=l  m=l  
and 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
K 1 ~,j = [F.i k~.i/u;.j - k.~j (F.u~ u;., + Fu;.,)]/F~,. ( 28 ) 
The N x N matrices K~. and d can be expressed in matrix form as the sum and product 
of matrices from equations (23) and (27) as follows: 
K;. = d + ().)KWd (29) 
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and 
d = Kl;. + K!  WK + (f,.)KI;WK, (30) 
where K, Kl and KI;. are N x N matrices. ,:. is a scalar parameter and W is the N x N 
diagonal matrix 
W = diag(wt, w: . . . . .  w~). (31) 
4. AUTOMATIC DERIVATIVE EVALUATION [11] 
In order to obtain the automatic solution of the nonlinear integral equation problem. 
the user of the program need only enter into the program the functions, F[u(t, 2), t,,;.], 
and the integrand, k[t,y,  u(y, 2)], defined in equation (4). The user must also specify the 
initial conditions and the upper integration limit A for the integration of u~ and K~. from 
2 = 0 to ;t = A. For example to evaluate the Ambarzumian integral equation, to be 
considered in Section 5, the user need only input the functional relationships 
F[u(t, 2),t, ~:.] = i -- u(t, ;t) -~ (32) 
and 
t 
k[t, y, u(y, ).)] = - -u (y ,  ).), (33) 
2(t +y)  
and specify the initial conditions and A. The program will then automatically evaluate the 
resolvent, K(t ,y ,  2), and the unknown function, u(t, ~.). 
Equations (9) and (13), along with (7), (11) and (12) show that the derivatives to be 
evaluated are F,, F~, F,~, F,,, k, and k,,. Thus for each element of the vector Fi, 
i = 1 . . . . .  N, and the matrix kij, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N, in equations (22) and (23) and (26)-(28), 
a derivative vector is evaluated containing the value of the element and the values of all 
of its derivatives. The dimensions of the derivative vectors are obtained as follows. The 
first derivatives are with respect o t, y, u and 2. The number of combinations of second 
derivatives i  10, however only 2 are required, and are with respect o u2 and uu. Thus 
the number of components of the derivative vectors is 7, as summarized in Table 1. The 
definitions of the derivative vector components are given in Table 2. 
In order to compute the dervatives automatically, the 7-component derivative vectors 
must be computed for each of the four variables, t, y, u and 2, and for each of the functions 
of the four variables, such as the sum, the product, the quotient, the square root etc. The 
FORTRAN subroutines required to compute these vectors are described in Refs [6, 7]. In 
this paper we will describe the subroutines using the BASIC language. With a few 
exceptions, the BASIC and FORTRAN subroutines are similar. The major differences will 
be emphasized in the following paragraphs. 
Table I. Number ofcomponents  of  the derivative vectors for each of the 
elements F~ or k,i 
Function Number of  components 
F[u(t..;.), t, ,~] or k[t.y, uty. ;,)] I 
First derivatives 4 
Second derivatives 2" 
~There are I0 combinations of  the second derivatives, but onb 2 are 
required to evaluate the nonlinear integral equation problem. 
Table 2. Definitions of the derivative 
vector components 
Vector Derivative 
component arguments 
L k. l Symbol 
2 I :, 
3 2 :, 
4 3 =,, 
5 4 :~ 
6 3.4 :~ 
7 3.3 :,,  
?: ?-'= 
where _- is a scalar variable equal to 
t, 3". u. ;. or a function of the vari- 
ables such as F[u(t,f,.),t,;'.] or 
k[t, y. u(y. ;.)1. 
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Table 3. BASIC representation f the 
variables 
BASIC program 
Variables Variables Vectors 
t S(I) T8 
y S(J) Y8 
u(y) R(J, N + 1) U8 
~. X L8 
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4.1. Subroutine linear 
In subroutine LIN, the variables t, y, u(y) and ). are represented by S(I), S(J), 
R(J, N + 1) and X, respectively, and the corresponding derivative vectors are represented 
by T8, Y8, U8 and LB, as shown in Table 3. The first derivatives are equal to unity, while 
all the other derivatives are equal to zero. From Table 2: 
T8(I) = t,, Y8(I) =yj, U8(I) =u(yj), L8(I) =2;  (34) 
and 
T8(2)= 1, Y8(3)= 1, U8(4)= 1, L8(5)= 1; (35) 
and all other components of the 7-component vectors, T8, Y8, U8 and L8 are equal to 
zero.  
The vector D8 is used to represent a constant. The first component is equal to the 
constant and the rest of the components, corresponding to the derivatives, are equal to 
zero. 
The order of the quadrature formula in equation (17) is N and is equal to 7 for the 
numerical results given in Section 6.4. The dimension of the derivative vectors, described 
above, are coincidcntally also equal to 7. To obtain greater numerical accuracy, the 
quadrature order can be increased by increasing N and re-dimensioning the appropriate 
vectors and matrices. The variables t and y are divided into (N-  1) equal parts in the 
interval (0, 1) and are represented in the BASIC program by the variables S(I) and S(J), 
i.e. 
S(I) = t, = O, 1/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 5/6, l (36) 
and 
S( J )=yj=O, 1/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 5/6, 1; 
I , J -  1,2 . . . . .  7, 
i = I, j  = J. (37) 
The resolvent, K(ti, yj, 2) is represented in the program by a partitioned 7 x 7 submatrix 
of the 7 x 8 matrix R, the N + 1 = 8th column of which represents he unknown function 
u(yj), as shown in Table 3. To obtain u(Q, R(J, N + 1) is simply replaced by R(I, N + 1). 
The complete functions, K(ti, yj, 2) and u(t~), for the seven values of t and y are obtained 
at each step interval, A2, by the integration of the partitioned matrix 
F = [K,(t,, yj, 2)I u~(t,, 2)], (38) 
I 
where the 7 x 8 matrix F in the program represents the derivatives of the resolvent and 
the unknown function with respect o 2. 
4.2. Programming the deriratire rector operations in BASIC 
A subroutine in BASIC is entered with a GOSUB X statement, where X is the line 
number of the first statement in the subroutine. The last line in the subroutine is the 
RETURN statement. Since the line number, X, by itself does not give the name or a 
description of the subroutine to be called, a remarks tatement, REM, can be used to ~ve 
a name to the subroutine. 
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Table 4. Example of the call ADD statements 
and the subroutine ADD using BASIC 
1380 MAT A = T8 
1390 MAT B=Y8 
1400 REM CALL ADD 
1410 GOSUB 1940 
1930 REM SUBR ADD 
1940 FOR I1 =1 TO N8 
1950 LET C( I1 )=A( I1 ) -B( I1 )  
1960 NEXT I1 
1970 RETURN 
When a subroutine is called in FORTRAN, its dummy arguments are replaced by the 
corresponding actual arguments supplied in the CALL statement. BASIC subroutines do 
not have similar dummy arguments. Dummy arguments can be easily created if desired, 
however by defining them each time before entering the GOSUB X statement. For 
example, for the derivative vector subroutines, ADD, MULT and DIV, the 7-component 
input vectors to be added, multiplied or divided are always A and B and the output vector 
is always C. Operations involving vectors or matrices in BASIC are identified by the 
starting word, MAT. 
An example of the call ADD statements and the subroutine ADD are given in Table 
4. Lines 1380 and 1390 set the derivative vectors T8 and Y8 equal to the vectors A and 
B, respectively. Line 1410 calls the ADD subroutine. Lines 1940-1960 add the two vectors. 
For this example, the first component of the vector C is 
C(I) = A(l) + B(l) 
= t~ + )). (39) 
The other 6 components of the vector C correspond to the first and second derivatives 
given in Table 2. 
In subroutine MULT the two functions A and B are multiplied. 
C( l )  = A(1)B(1).  (40) 
The first derivatives are 
Ck = AkB + ABe, (41) 
where the subscripts denote the partial derivatives with respect o k = 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
corresponding to the variables, t, y, u and 2. The second derivatives are 
C~;. = A.;B + A=B;. + A;.B, + AB,;. (42) 
and 
C,~ = A..B + 2A=B. + AB... (43) 
The program computes the first and second derivatives given by equations (41)--(43) as 
follows: 
C ( I I+ l ) - -A ( I I+ l )a (1 )+A(1)a( I I+ l ) ,  I I= l  . . . . .  4; (44) 
C(6) = A(6)B(I) + A(4)B(5) + A(5)B(4) + A(1)B(6); (45) 
and 
C(7) = A(7)B(I) + 2A(4)B(4) + A(! )B(7). (46) 
In subroutine DIV, the derivatives of the quotient, B/A, are obtained. The derivatives 
of the reciprocal, C2 = l/A, are evaluated first. Define a vector Cl, equal to the function 
f(A) and its derivatives with respect o A as follows: 
Cl(l) =f(A)  = A-~; (47) 
Cl(2) =f ' (A)  = -A--'; (48) 
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and 
C 1 (3) = f"(A) -- 2A- 3. (49) 
Then call subroutine DER to evaluate the function and its first and second derivatives with 
respect o t, y, u and 2: 
C2 =f(A) ;  (50) 
C2k =f'(A)Ak, k = 1 . . . . .  4; (51) 
C2~ =f"(A)A~A~ - f ' (A )A~;  (52) 
and 
C2UU I I  2 I =f  (A)Au - - f  (A)Auu. (53) 
The program computes the function and its first and second derivatives given by equations 
(51)--(53) as follows: 
C2(l) = Cl(l); (54) 
C2( I I+ l )=Cl (2 )A( I I+ l ) ,  I I= l  . . . . .  4; (55) 
C2(6) = CI(3)A(4)A(5) + Cl(2)A(6); (56) 
and 
C2(7) = C1(3)A(4) 2+ CI(2)A(7). (57) 
Subroutine DIV then calls subroutine MULT to multiply C2 times B to obtain 
C = C2,B = B/A and its derivatives. 
5. EXAMPLES OF INTEGRAL EQUATION PROBLEMS 
Two examples of integral equation problems are given in this section. The first is a linear 
problem involving the buckling loads of columns and the second is a nonlinear problem 
involving the Ambarzumian integral equation. In both cases it is shown how to enter the 
problem into the automatic solution program via subroutine INPUT. Numerical results 
are given and compared with other methods of solution. 
5.1. Linear integral equation 
In Refs [4, 9] it was shown that the differential equation of the deflection of a pin-ended 
column under axial load 
ii(t) + 2u(t) =f( t ) ,  (58) 
u(0) = 0, u(1) = 0, (59) 
can be represented by the equivalent integral equation 
fo' u(t)=g(t)+ 2 k[t,y,u(y)]dy, (60) 
where 
k[t,y,u(y)]=yt(l, -y)u(y), t<~y<~l (61) 
~y(1-t)u(y), O<<.y ~t. 
The buckling or critical load of the column for f ( t )  = g(t) = 0 occurs at the singularities 
of the resolvent, i.e. at the smallest eigenvalue. This occurs at 2 = zr 2. 
For this example we are not interested in the critical load of the column, but only the 
value of the resolvent, K(t,y, 2), at some convenient value of 2, i.e. at ,;. = 2, so that we 
can compare the numerical results with the exact analytical solution. In addition, in order 
to obtain values for u(t), instead of se t t ing f ( t )= 0, we let 
f(t) = 1 (62) 
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Table 5. BASIC listing of the subroutine INPUT for the linear integral equation example 
Listing Purpose 
REM SUBR INPUT 
FOR I=1 TO N 
FOR J = 1 TO N 
GOSUB 1830 
IF S(J) >S( I )  THEN 1 
MAT A=D8 
MAT B= ( -1 )T8  
GOSUB 1940 
MAT A = Y8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
MAT A = U8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
GO TO 2 
1 MAT A = D8 
MAT B"  ( -  1 )Y8 
GOSUB 1940 
MAT A=T8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
MAT A = U8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
2 LET E(I,J) = C(1 ) 
LET E1 (l,J) = C(4) 
LET E2(I,J) = C(7) 
NEXT J 
LET UB(1)=R( I ,N+I )  
MAT F8 = U8 
LET P(I) = F8(1 ) 
LET P1 (I) = F8(4) 
LET P2(I) = F8(5) 
LET P3(I) = F8(6) 
LET P4(I) = F8(7) 
NEXT I 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
FOR J = 1 TO N 
LET KI(I,J) = EI(I,J)/PI(I) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
RETURN 
Call LIN. Defines the 7-component derivative vectors corresponding to t, y, u and 2. 
l fy>tgoto  I. 
DS( I ) = 1.0 
Call ADD. Forms the sum C = I - t. 
Call MULT. Multiplies y by (I - t) to form C =y( l  - t). 
Call MULT. Multiplies u(y) times y( l  -T )  to form C = y(l  - t )u (y ) .  
Call ADD, Forms the sum C = 1 -y .  
Call MULT. Multiplies t times (I -y )  to form C = t(I -y ) .  
Call MULT. Multiplies u(y) times t(I -y )  to form C = t(I -y )u (y ) .  
Store kit, y, u(y)l. 
Store kdt, y, u(y)l 
Store kdt ,  y, u(y)]. 
SET u = u(t). 
Store F(t). 
Store F.(t). 
Store Fa(t). 
Store F.x(t). 
Store F.(t). 
Store k./ F.. 
in equation (58). This yields the value of g(t )  in equation (60), 
g( t )  =~t( t  -- 1). (63) 
Equation (60) is of the same form as equation (4). To obtain the automatic solution, 
the user enters the functions F[u(t,; , .) ,t ,  2] and k[ t ,y ,u (y ,  2)] into the program via 
subroutine INPUT. The function k[ t ,y ,u (y , ) . ) ]  is given by equation (61) and 
F[u(t, 2), t,2] is given by 
F[u(t, 2), t, ).] = u(t, 2) - ~t(t - 1). (64) 
Table 5 gives the BASIC listing of subroutine INPUT. The derivative vectors are 
evaluated for all the elements of the matrix ko, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N, corresponding to the 
function kit,  y, u(y,  2)] and all the components of the vector F t, i = 1 . . . . .  N, correspond- 
ing to the function F[u(t, 2), t, 2]. The matrices kij, k,~j and k,,ij, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N, are stored 
following the second statement in Table 5. This is followed by setting the vector F8 equal 
to U8, corresponding to the functions F[u(t, ,;.), t, 2] and u(t, 2), respectively. The vectors 
Fi, F,~, F;j, F,>.~ and F,.~, i = 1 . . . . .  N, are then stored. While F[u(t, ).), t, 2] is given by 
equation (64), the term ~t(t - 1) can be neglected in the subroutine INPUT, since none 
of the derivatives with respect o t are required. Equations (22) and (23) and (26)-(28) are 
formed in the subroutine FORCE from these stored values. The subroutine FORCE is 
used in the integration of equations (22) and (23). 
The initial conditions are obtained by setting equation (64) equal to zero and solving 
for u. This yields 
u(t, O) = ~t(t - I). (65) 
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Table 6. Resolvent, K(t,y, 2), of the linear integral equation example for 
~.=2, A2=1:20, N=7 
Y 
t 0 I/6 I/3 I/2 2/3 5/6 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1/6 0 0.157536 0.136737 0.110873 0.076796 0.039875 0 
I/3 0 0.136737 0.263345 0.213533 0.147903 0.076796 0 
I/2 0 0.110873 0.213533 0.308284 0.213533 0.110873 0 
2/3 0 0.076796 0.147903 0.213533 0.263345 0.136737 0 
5:6 0 0.039875 0.076796 0.110873 0.136737 0.157536 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
This equation is entered into the program before the subroutine INPUT is called for the 
first time. The subroutine INPUT then automatically yields the initial condition for the 
resolvent, 
ku[t, y, u(t, 0)] 
K(t, y, O) = Fu[u(t ' 0), t, 0]" (66) 
The numerical results were obtained with the order of the quadrature N equal to 7 in 
equation (17). The differential equations (22) and (23) were integrated from ). = 0 to 2 = 2 
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with grid intervals A2 = 1/20. The numerical 
results for the resolvent, K(t, y, 2), and for the solution of the unknown function, u(t, 2), 
are given in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. 
The exact analytical expression for the resolvent is given by 
J'(1/a) (cos ay - sin ay/tan a)sin at, 0 <~ t <~ y 
K(t, 2) (67) Y, [ ( l /a)  (cos at - sin at~tan a)sin ay, 0 <~ y <<. t, 
where 
a = w/2. (68) 
The maximum error for the resolvent in Table 6 is < 2.1% when compared with the exact 
solution. 
The analytical solution of u(t, 2) with g(t) given by equation (63) is 
[ (c°sa - l) sinat - cosat  I (69) u(t, 2) = (l/a 2) 1 + sin a 
The maximum error for u(t, 2) in Table 7 is < 1.2% when compared with the exact 
solution. 
5.2. Nonlinear integral equation 
The Ambarzumian i tegral equation, which occurs in the study of radiative transfer, is 
given by [2] 
fo' F[u(t, 2 ) , t ]=2 k[t ,y ,u(y,  2)]dy, O~t<.Nl, 0~<2~<1, (70) 
where 
F[u(t, 2), t] = 1 - u(t, 2) -~ (71) 
Table 7. Solution, u(t, 2), of the 
linear integral equation example 
fo r2 ,~2,  A2=l /20 ,  n=7 
t u(t , i )  
0 0 
I/6 -0.0869694 
I/3 -0,139719 
I/2 -0.159516 
2,3 -0.139719 
5/6 -0.0869694 
I 0 
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Table 8. BASIC listing of the subroutine INPUT for the nonlinear integral equation example 
Listing Purpose 
REM SUBR INPUT 
FOR I= 1 TO N 
FOR J= l  TO N 
GOSUB 1830 
MAT A=T8 
MAT B = Y8 
GO$UB 1940 
MAT A=C 
MAT B = T8 
GOSUB 2070 
MAT A = D8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
MAT A=U8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1990 
LET E(I,J) = C(1 ) 
LET E1 (I,J) = C(4) 
LET E2(I,J) = C(7) 
NEXT J 
LETU8(1)=R( I ,N+I )  
MAT A = U8 
LET 08(1)=-1 .0  
MAT B = D8 
GOSUB 2070 
LET D8(1 ) = 1.0 
MAT A = D8 
MAT B=C 
GOSUB 1940 
MAT F8 = C 
LET P(I) = F8(1 ) 
LET P1 (I) = F8(4) 
LET P2(I) = F8(5) 
LET P3(I) = F8(6) 
LET P4(I) - F8(7) 
NEXT I 
FOR I= 1 TO N 
FOR J= l  TO N 
LET Kl(I,J) = EI(I,J)/PI(I) 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
RETURN 
Call LIN. Defines the 7-component derivative vectors corresponding to t, y. u and ~. 
Call ADD. Forms the sum C = t + y. 
Call DIV. Divides t by (t +y)  to form C = t/(t +y). 
D8(I) = I/2 
Call MULT. Multiplies I/2 by t (t +y)  to form C == t:2(t +y). 
Call MULT. Multiplies u(y) by t/2(t + y) to form C--[t/2(t + y)]u(y). 
Store kit, y, u(y)]. 
Store ku[t, y, u(y)]. 
Store kdt,  y, u(y)l. 
Set u = u(t), 
Call DIV. Divides - I  by u(t) to form C = -I/u(t). 
Call ADD. Forms the sum C = I - 1/u(t). 
F(t) = 1 - I/u(t). 
Store F(t). 
Store F.(t). 
Store F~(t). 
Store F=(O. 
Store F,(t). 
Store k=/ F,. 
and 
t 
k i t ,  y ,  u (y ,  #.)] = 2( t  + y--) u (y ,  ~) .  (72)  
To obtain the automatic solution, the user enters the functions F[u(t,;~),t] and 
kit, y, u(y, 2)] into the program via the subroutine INPUT. The BASIC listing of the 
subroutine INPUT is given in Table 8. As in the previous example, the derivative vectors 
are evaluated for all elements of the matrix ko., i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N, and for all components of 
the vector F~, i = 1 . . . . .  N. The matrices k0., k,# and k=#, i , j  ffi 1 . . . . .  N, and the vectors 
F~, F,i, F~i, F,a and F=;, i = 1 . . . . .  N, are stored in the subroutine INPUT and are then 
used in the subroutine FORCE to form the functions given by equations (22) and (23) and 
(26)-(28). The subroutine FORCE is used in the integration of equations (22) and (23). 
The initial conditions are obtained by setting equation (71) equal to zero and solving 
for u. This yields 
u(t, 0) = 1. (73) 
Equation (73) is entered into the program before the subroutine INPUT is called for the 
first time. The subroutine INPUT then automatically yields the initial condition for the 
resolvent 
k.[t, y, u(t, 0)] (74) 
K(t, y, O) = F.[u(t, 0), t, 0]" 
The numerical results were obtained with the order of the quadrature N equal to 7 in 
equation (17). The differential equations (22) and (23) were integrated from >. = 0 to 
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Table 9. Resolvent, K(t, y, 2), of the nonlinear integral equation example for 2 ffi 0.5, 
A2 = 1/20, n == 7 
Y 
t 0 I/6 I/3 I/2 2/3 5/6 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I/6 0.671554 0.346778 0.235911 0.179437 0.145047 0.121844 0.105104 
I/3 0.771897 0.516273 0.389556 0.313273 0.262173 0.225501 0,19788 
I/2 0.845341 0.625503 0.499011 0.415633 0.356324 0.311913 0.27739 
2/3 0.902352 0.704341 0.581742 0.496365 0.433132 0.384311 0.345442 
5/6 0.948204 0.764865 0.646843 0.561693 0.496811 0.445565 0.404001 
1 0.986009 0.813192 0.699589 0.615668 0.550394 0.497935 0.45476 
Table I0. Solution, u(t, 2), of the nonlinear 
integral equation example for N = 7 
u(t, ,~ )
2 = 0.5 2 = 0.95 ~. = 0.95 
t A2 = 1/20 A2 = 1/20 A2 = 1/40 
0 I I I 
1/6 1.1017 1.29256 1.29258 
I/3 I. 15243 1.4967 1.49676 
I/2 1.18758 1.66901 1.66912 
2/3 1.21386 1.81925 1.81942 
5/6 1.23444 1.95248 1.9527 
I 1.25105" 2.07191 2.0722 
'Ref.[10] values are u(I,0.5)=1.251 and 
u(l, 0.95) = 2.077. 
2 = 0.5 using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with grid intervals A2 = 1/20. The 
numerical results for the resolvent, K(t,y, 2), and for the solution of the unknown 
function, u(t, 2), are given in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. 
For comparison, the solution in Ref. [10] at t = 1, 2 = 0.5, is 
u(l, 0.5) = 1.251, (75) 
which agrees with the numerical results in Table 10 exactly. Also shown in Table 10 are 
the results for the integration from 2 = 0 to 2 = 0.95 with A2 = 1/20 and 1/40, It is seen 
Table I 1. Definitions of the BASIC variables, vectors and matrices for the nonlinear integral 
equation example 
BASIC 
variable Program 
vector or Number of line 
Variable matrix elements number 
Initial conditions u(t, 0) R(I,N + 1) 7 x I 820 
K(t,y, 0) KI 7 × 7 880 
Order of the quadrature N N I 170 
Integration grid 
interval size A:. H 1 160 
Upper integration limit A L I 150, 1320 
Resolvent K(t,y, 2) RI 7 x 7 980 
Unknown function u(t, 2) R(I,N + 1) 7 x I 1580, 1870 
J 
Partitioned matrix [K(t, y, 2)iu(t, 2)] R 7 × 8 660 
Derivatives to be 
integrated each Ka(t,y, 2) FI 7 x 7 1250 
iteration ua(t, 2) UI 7 x 1 1060 
Partitioned matrix [Ka(t,y,g)iua(t,~.) ] F 7 x 8 1070, 1280 
Function 
Flu(t, 2), t, 2] f ( t )  P 7 × 1 1700 
and its derivatives F,(t) Pl 7 x I 1710 
F,a(t) P3 7 x I 1730 
F=(t) P4 7 x I 1740 
lntegrand k[t,y, u(y, 2)] kit, y, u(y)] E 7 x 7 1540 
and its derivatives kdt, y, u(y)] El 7 x 7 1550 
k,[t,y, u(y)] E2 7 x 7 1560 
Other functions a(t, ~.) L 7 × I 990 
d(t,y, 2) D 7 x 7 1210 
kJF, K 1 7 x 7 1780 
d|~/'-~ K2 7x7  1130 
dR LF, J 
Quadrature weights diag(w] . . . . .  wT) W 7 x 7 210-280 
(Simpson's rule) 
Additional definitions of the variables and vectors are given in Tables 2 and 3. 
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that decreasing the grid interval size from h,;. = 1/20 to !/40 changes the solution by 
<0.015%. The solution in Ref. [10] at t = 1, 2 = 0.95, is 
u(l, 0.95) = 2.077, (76) 
which agrees with the numerical results in Table 10 to within an error of <0.25%. The 
accuracy can be increased by increasing the order of the quadrature. 
6. PROGRAM LISTING 
The BASIC program listing for the Ambarzumian onlinear integral equation example 
is given in this section. The definitions of the BASIC variables, vectors and matrices are 
given in Table 11. Simpson's rule is used for the quadrature formula of order N = 7. The 
differential equations for the resolvcnt, K(t ,y,  ;.), and the function u(t, ;.), are integrated 
simultaneously using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. A major advantage of using 
BASIC is the case with which matrix operations, such as those used in the integration 
routine, can be performed. The integration routine is given in line numbers 430-680 of the 
program listing. The complete function, u(t, ).) for the 7 values of t = 0, i/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2 3, 
5/6, 1 is obtained at each step interval, A)., by the integration of u;.(t, ).). 
The resolvent, K(t, y, ).), is also available simultaneously for the 49 values of t, y -- 0. 
!/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 5/6, 1 at each step interval, A)., by the integration of K;.(t, y, 2), although 
not printed out. The quadrature order can be increased in order to obtain greater 
numerical accuracy, if desired, by increasing N and re-dimensioning the appropriate 
vectors and matrices. 
BASIC P~ogram LAsting 
Ambarzumlan Nonlinear Integral Equation 
tO Oll't C I (3 ) ,C2(8) ,P2(7) ,P3(7) ,P4(7) ,K2(7 ,7 ) ,E2(7 ,7 ) ,V l (7 ,7 )  
20 DIM A(B) ,B(8) ,C(8)  
30 DIH E(7,l),EI(7,7),Fg(8),F(7),P!(7) 
t(7) 
t(7 ) ,L(7 ) ,RI(7,7)  ,Ft(7,7) 
(7 ,7 ) ,R(7 ,8 ) ,V (7 ,7 ) ,D(7 ,7 )  
,W(7,7),KI(7,7) 
,H(7 ,S) ,1(7,8) ,J(7 ,8) ,'K(7 ,8) 
40 DIM O(7),O 
'50 DIM U(7),U 
60 DIM S(7),Q 
70 DI;I F(7 ,8)  
80 DI : I  Y(7,8) 
90 LET N8=7 
!00 .HAT A=ZER(N8) 
11.0 HAT B-ZER(N8) 
].20 HAT C,,ZER(Ng) 
130 MAT Ct=ZER(3) 
140 HAT C2=ZER(Ng) 
150 READ L 
160 LET H,,I/20 
170 LET N-7 
180 FOR I-0 TO N-I 
190 LET S ( I÷ I ) , , I / (N - I )  
200 NEXT I 
2tO MAT W..ZER(~,N) 
220 FOR l=t TO ((:I-l)/2-t) 
230 LET W(2"1 ,2" I )=2/9  
240 LET W(l.÷2*l,l-~2*l)=I/q 
250 :~EXT I 
260 LET ~.~(l,t)=t/iS 
270 LET W(:;,N)=]./].8 
280 LET '~(N-t ,N-t)=2/9 
290 HAT R-ZER(7 ,8)  
300 .MAT Tg-ZER(IIB) 
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L is t ing  (Continued) 
310 MAT YS=ZER(NS) 
320 HAT US-ZER(NS)  
330 ~IAT LS-ZER(Ng)  
340 ~IAT D8-ZER(NS)  
350 LET X-O 
360 GOSUB HIO 
370 PRINT "KERNEL-"  
380 PRINT "R ,E ,E I ,K I ,FS ,P ,P I+"  
390 HAT PRINT R ;E ;E I ;K I ;F8 ;P ;PL ;  
400 PRINT "K2 ,E2 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4+"  
410 MAT PRINT K2;E2 ;P2 ;P3 ;P4 ;  
420 PRINT 
430 FOR NI,,I TO L/H 
440 MAT Y- (1 )*R  
450 LET X-(NI-I)*.H 
460 GOSUB 940 
470 MAT E - (H /2)*F  
480 HAT R,,Y+H 
490 LET X,,X+II/2 
500 GOSUB 940 
510 HAT I - (H /2)*F  
520 HAT R,,Y+I 
530 COSUB 94O 
540 MAT J-(~I)*F 
550 HAT R-Y+J 
560 LET X"X+H/2 
570 COSUB 940 
580 :[AT K-(iI)*F 
590 HAT H- (2 )*H 
600 MAT I - (4)* I  
610 HAT J " (2)* J  
620 MAT I',H~-I 
630 HAT J - I+J  
640 MAT K- J+K 
650 HAT K~,(I/6)*K 
660 .~[AT R-Y+K 
670 LET X-NI*H 
680 NEXT HI 
690 REM CALL INPUT 
700 GOSUB 1340 
710 PRINT "NI,,"NI, 'LAMBDA,,'X 
720 PRINT 
730 PRINT "E ,E I ,K I ,FS ,P ,P I "  
740 HAT PRINT E ;E I ;K I ;FS ;P ;P I  
750 PRINT "K2,E2,P2,P3,P4, ,"  
760 HAT PRINT K2;E2 ;P2 ;P3 ;P4 ;  
770 PRINT "R'" 
780 HAT PRINT R; 
790 CO TO 2270 
800 REM IN IT IAL  COND 
BI0 FOR I"I TO N 
.B20 LET R(I,N+I),,I 
830 NEXT I 
~40 REM CALL INPUT 
850 GOSUB 1340 
860 FOP. I',I TO N 
gTO FOR J " l  TO N 
880 LET R( I , J ) 'K I ( I , j )  
890 I~EXT J 
900 .~EXT I 
9!0 RETURN 
920 REM SUBR FORCE 
930 RE'! CALL I:IPUT 
940 COSUB 1340 
950 FOR I,,I TO ~ 
960 LET L ( ! ) - -P2( I )  
970 FOR J"l TO ~'; 
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Lts t~ (Cont :Luued) 
980 LET R i (~, J )=R( I , J )  
990 LET L (1)=L(1)÷E( I , J ) * !~( J , J )  
I000 NEXT J 
IO10 LET L (1 ) -L (1 ) /P I (1 )  
1020 NEXT I 
1030 FOR I=l TO N 
1040 LET UI (1 )=L(1)  
1050 FOR J=i TO :4 
1060 LET UI (1 )=UI (1 )÷X*RI ( I , J ) *L ( J ) *W( J , J )  
1070 LET F( I ,N+I )=UI (1 )  
1080 NEXT J 
1090 NEXT I 
1100 FOR I=I TO N 
I I iO FOR J=l TO N 
I120 LET K2( I , J )=P I (1 )*E2( I , J ) *U I ( J ) -E I ( I , J ) * (P4(1)*U I (1 )+P3(1) )  
1130 LET K2( I , J )=K2( I , J ) / (P I (1 ) ) '2  
1140 NEXT J 
1150 ,':EXT I 
1160 ,'tAT Q,,:~*RI 
1170 ,~IAT D=KI*Q 
1180 f!AT V=K2*Q 
1190 ,MAT V I=(X)*V  
1200 MAT D-D+VI  
1210 HAT D-K2+D 
1220 MAT V=W*D 
1230 "iAT Q=RI*V 
1240 ~'AT V=(X)*Q 
1250 MAT F I=D+V 
1260 FOR I=l TO N 
1270 FOR J , .1 TO ~ 
1280' LET F ( I , J ) - F I ( ! , J )  
1290 NEXT J 
1300 NEXT l 
1310 RETURN 
1320 DATA 0.5 
1330 REM SUBR I'~PUT 
1340 FOR I=I TO N 
1350 FOR J-1 TO N 
1360 REM CALL LIN 
1370 GOSUB 1830 
1380 ~!AT A=T8 
1390 ~AT B-Y8 
1400 REM CALL ADD 
l&lO GOSUB 1940 
1420 MAT A-C 
1430 :tAT B-T8 
1440 REM CALL D IV ,C 'B /A  
1450 GOSUB 2070 
1460 MAT A=D8 
1470 MAT B=C 
1480 REH CALL MULT 
i~90 GOSUB 1990 
1500 ~[AT A=U8 
1510 MAT B=C 
1520 RE~,' CALL MUtT 
1530 GOSUB 1990 
1540 LET E ( I , J )=C( I )  
1550 LET E I ( I , J )=C(4)  
1560 LET E2( I , J )=C(7)  
1570 NEXT J 
1580 LET U8(1)=R( I ,N+I )  
1590 ~!AT A='U8 
16OO LET OS(1)=- l .O  
1610 MAT B=D8 
1620 ?,EM CALL D IV ,C=B/A  
1630 GOSUB 2070 
1640 LET DS(1)=L .O 
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L i s t lng  (Continue~) 
165o ,'tAT A-O8 
1660 HAT B-C 
1~70 REH CALL ADD 
1680 GOSUB 1940 
1690 MAT FB-C 
1700 LET P(1)-F8(L) 
1710 LET PI(1)-FS(4)  
1720 LET F2( I )=F8(5)  
1730 LET P3(1)=F8(6) 
1740 LET P4( I ) - , FS(7)  
1750 NEXT I 
1760 FOR 1-! TO N 
177o FOR J=t TO N 
1780 LET KI(I , J) , ,EI( I , J) /PI(1) 
1790 NEXT J 
18OO NEXT I 
1810 RETURN 
1820 REM SUIIR LIN 
1830 LET TS(t)=S(1) 
1840 LET T8(2),,I.0 
1850 LET YS(I)=S(J)  
1860 LET Y8(3)-1.0 
1870 LET US(1),,R(J,H+I) 
1880 LET U8(4),,1.0 
189C LET LS(1)"X 
19OO LET L8(5)- I .0 
1910 LET 08(I) -O.5 
1920 RETURN 
1930 REH SUBR ADD 
1940 FOR II-I TO N8 
1950 LET C(II),,A(II)+B(II) 
1960 NEXT II 
1970 RETURN 
1980 REM SUBR HULT 
1990 LET C(t),,A(1)*B(t) 
2000 FOR 11-1 TO 4 
20!0 LET C(II+I),,A(I I+I)*B(1)+A(1)*8(I Id-I) 
2020 NEXT II 
2030 LET C(6) , ,A(6)*B(1)+A(4)*B(5)+A(5)*B(4)+A(1)*B(6)  
2040 LET C(7) , ,A(7)*BCL)+2*A(4)*B(4)+A(1)*B(7)  
2OSO RETURN 
2060 REH SUB DIV,C-B/A 
2070 IF ABS(A(1) )<I .E -6  THEN 2130 
2080 LET C I (1)=A(1) ' ( - I )  
2090 LET CI(2)=-A( I ) ' ( -2)  
21OO LET C1(3)=2"A(1) ' ( -3)  
2110 REH CALL DER,C2,,I/A 
2120 GO TO 2140 
2130 .HAT CI-ZER 
2140 COSUK 2200 
2150 'IAT A"C2 
2160 REH CALL HULT C"C2*B 
2170 COSL'B 1990 
2180 RETURN 
2190 RE'I SUBR DER,C2"I /A 
2200 C2( I )=C1(1)  
2210 FOR ll-t TO 4 
2220 LET C2(II÷1),,CI(2)*A(~1~'I) 
2230 t:EXT 11 
2240 LET C2(6) -C I (3 )*A(4)*A(5)+C! (2)*A(6)  
2250 LET C2(7) -C I (3)*A(4)*2+CI (2)~A(7)  
2260 RETURN 
2270 END 
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